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ABSTRACT 

Coal is a difficult material to characterize in terms of 
chemical, physical, or process properties. Until recently 
the heterogeneohs nature of coal has presented several 
intractable characterization problems. However, workers at 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale have recently 
demonstrated the ability to obtain pure single maceral 
fractions using a density gradient separation (DGe) method 
developed with support from IeDB. The objectives of this 
project were to modify the (DGC) method to obtain lab scale 
samples (10-20 gm) of four target maceral fractions from 
three Illinois coals and to characterize the macerals 
under various desulfurization conditions with pyrolysis and 
supercritical ethanol and methanol extraction. 

Of the three desulfurization processes investigated, 
pyrolysis was least effective. Supercritical ethanol 
extraction was slightly more effective than pyrolysis. 
Supercritical methanol extraction was significantly more 
effective than pyrolysis or supercritical ethanol extraction. 
In general, increased temperature, longer reaction times, and 
the presence of KOH increases desulfurization for all three 
processes. The type of sample preparation affects sulfur 
removal. In general, particle size reduction, 
de~ineralization, and floatation all increase sulfur removal. 
The sporinite and vitrinite concentrates are more reactive in 
desulfurization processes than any of the other materials 
that were studied. They also gave the highest levels of 
desulfurization. Because they are more reactive than whole 
coals or floated samples, the other constituents in the coal 
matrix must reduce sulfur removals. This phenomenon has not 
been reported previously. It implies that the inertinite 
macerals may behave in a manner similar to activated charcoal 
and chemically absorb copious amounts of sulfur during the 
desulfurization processes. The practical result of this is 
that selection of coals on the basis of maceral composition 
could be needed to optimize thermal-chemical desulfurization. 
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